BCSA Versatility Program – "VX" Worksheet
Versatility Excellent Requirements: Each Versatility level (V, VX, VCH) is a separate award with separate requirements. Use only the chart below to determine your
dog’s eligibility for the “VX” award. You will receive credit for only the one highest title achieved in each activity area. Titles from 3 activity areas are required.
1.
2.
3.
4.

To qualify for the “VX”, the dog must have earned a “V” award.
Circle the highest title your dog has in the area of Herding. A herding title of an HS (or equivalent) or higher is required for the “VX” Award.
Circle the highest title your dog has in two other columns.
Your dog must have at least an intermediate title (shown in white) in two different areas and an advanced title (shown as shaded) in one other area to qualify for
the “VX” Award.

Title Chart for the “VX” Award
Level of Title

Herding (required)
(AKC, AHBA, ASCA, USBCHA)

Intermediate

HS, HTDI, HRDI, HTADI, RLFI, RAE, GN,
STD, Nov/Nov*
UROG

Intermediate

CDX, GO,
UCDX

Advanced

HI, HTDII, HRDII,
HTADII, RLFII, OTD,
Pro-Novice*

Advanced
Advanced

Advanced
Advanced
Advanced

Obedience +
(AKC / UKC)

UD, UUD

Agility +
(AKC, UKC, NADAC, USDAA)
OA, OAJ, OF, OAC, OJC, OCC,
ASA, AJ

Scent Work
(AKC,
NACSW)
NW3

Conformation
(AKC)
GCHG
GCHP

AX, AXJ, XF, UACH, EAC, ECC,
EJC, AAD

Onyx

TDX, NW3Elite

UOCH
HX, HTDIII, HRDIII,
HTADIII, RLFIII, ATD,
Open*

Flyball
(NAFA)

FGDCH-30

UDX, U-UDX

MX, MXJ, UACHX, MAD

OM
OGM
OTCH, GOCH

PAX, PAD, PJD
PACH

VST

5 Group 1 or 2
placements

HC, HTCh, WTCH, Open
MACH, UGRACH, NATCH, ADCH CT
Hobbles
3 BIS
w/placements*
the corresponding “regular” class (e.g., the CDX-P would still be an
*USBCHA Herding Equivalents:
Intermediate level title, but at the level of the GN; the UD-P would be an
Nov/Nov - 3 completed runs w/ 60% of total points.
Intermediate, not an Advanced title; AXP would be an Intermediate, not an
Pro-Novice or Open Ranch - 3 completed runs w/ 60% of total points.
Advanced title, etc.) Please write in your modified title.
Open - 3 completed runs w/ 60% of total points.
Open w/placements - 5 completed Open runs with placements in the top 5.
Note: Only “judged” as opposed to “time and point” trials will be accepted. A
copy of your score sheet or publication of trial results in any of the BC
publications will verify accomplishments.
+ For organizations that award titles in “modified” classes (e.g., AKC
Preferred or USDAA Performance classes with lowered jump heights or other
modifications), titles in the “modified” classes will count as one level less than

